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THEkLEGthIMATION FUNCTION OF EDUCATION IDEAS

,rt is al matter of general consensus among educational

sociologists that the school in modern society serves three

major functions, the dist4ibution,of knowledge, secondary
;Ok.

socialization, and selection-allocation for occupational

roles.
1

It is the purpose f this paper to suggest that

a fourth functipnrought to be considered as major, and that

the function of legitimation: In recent years, as many

of our basic assumptions about schools and schooling have

been challenged, as the "myths" of earlier educational

historians have 1?een exposed, the legitimation function

emerges more and more clearly as a basic component of the

total role schools have played in our national history. In

this briefAtreatment of the subject; I will A no more than

present a few illustrations, of the legitimatibn function

which I hope will suggest some possibilities for more exten-

sive inquiry.

It is Max Weber who firssuggeststhat legitimation

be considered a function of schooling ih industrial ,socipty.;
1

While Durkheim, in his preoccupation with the social -and

moral consequences of a vastly extended division of labor,

Can be credited with calling attention to the first two

functions Mentioned above, it is Weber's interest in the ,

nature of authority and its legitimation that provides the

initial insight for a recognition of the selection-allocation

function, and more subtly,_ the legitimation function. Weber's
9

typology of social orders is derived from 'three types of
1

authority systems, charismatic, traditional and legal. While

charismatic authority resides in the heroic or magical gifts

of individuals and traditional authority rests with the in-

herited status of elite groups, none of which qualities are

affected very much by edubation, legal authority is based on

functional competence and adherence to rationally created

rules, qualities which are increasingly determined by formal
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education. Further, in his discussion of the th of

examination systems, Weber, with a single stro brings the

selection-allocation function toothe fore and anticipates

our contemporary preoccupation with equality educational

opportunity.

SpeCial examinations, °Tithe one hand
mean or appear to mean.a "selegtion"1
those who qualify from all social st ata
rather than a ride by notables. On e
.other hand, democracy fears that a eiit
system and educational certificates Will
result in a privileged "caste." '1.1 e,
democracy fights againstthe sppci -exam-
ination system.2

For Weber, wherever bureaucratic d legal authority

triumph, it is formal educational attai ents and/or success

on formal examination which legitimate /t is authority, that

is, make it appear reasonable and,just rom the point of

view of the larger society. This, however, is a very restricted

use of the concept of legitimation, though one which was

current in the social sciences until ecently. As bureau-
/ ,

cracy has expanded to include an everflarger share of our

public lives and as education has become schooling and school-

ing has become free, universal, and compulsory the question'

of legitimacy becomes More diffuse. It then becomes necessary

to look for many other ways in, which education, and our ideas

)

. -

about education, legitimate aspects of our social life. To
-

faCilitate this, let us, turn to ar-buth nisre.recent and more

elaborate ditcussion of the concept of.legitimation'than

Weber's.

In their book, The SociaL:Construction of Reality,
iPeter Berger and Thomas Lockman offer a paradigmatic descrip-

tion of the process of institutibnalization.
3 Institutions

are seen to arise first out of anis need to construct a

social- cultural environment Whi h will pattern and direct his

energies in lieu of.the biologically determined drives'and I_

instincts which pattern the liehaliior-of other mammals, and .

64-6164.1
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second,,out of Man's capacity to habitualize aspects of his

behavi r and'to typify these as habitual. Incipient institu-

tional zation.occur6 whenever two or'more individuals reci-

procally typify the actions of each ether as habitual and.

modify their own behavior as.a consequent. As these recipro-

calltypifications continue through time they acquired

shared-history and become firmer in their ability -Co channel

and control human conduct. Full institutionalization is

reached1when a second generation enters the scene and 'is

introduced to these nascent institutions. They then lose

their ad hoc quality and beCome objectified, that is, they

become a social world "confronting the individual in a manner
,4

analogous to thefreality of the natural world.'

It is also at this precise:point that the need for

legitimation arises. As Berger and Luckman put' "only

with the transmission the social world to a new generation

does the fundamental social dialectic appear in its totality . . .

At the game point, the institutional world requires legiti-

mation, that is, ways by which" it can be ;explained' and

justified."
5 There are.two points here of importance. First,

it is clear that all social institutions, not just forms of ,11\

authority as suggested by Webers', require legi imation. Second,
_ .

the need for legitimation arises when one gen ration passes

on the institutional world to the next; thus' it is at the

heart of the educational process, broadly.\conCeiVed. ".

).It can now be pointed out that there la-- .a fundamental

ambiguity in the notion of the legitimationf:hction of
.

L.., educational ideas. This might refer to the w s in which ideas

about education serves to legitimate institutiois.in the larger

society, or it could refer to those ideas which serve to

legitimate educational' institutions Per se. h of these

senses are included for discussion in t paper, because.

areboth are important in understanding-the full role of schools

in society. But is it only at the level of,,deas that instj.tu7

tions are legitimated?,---

SKICAMq .
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Berget and Luckman caul attention to four analytically-

distnct levels of legitimatitn. First, "incipient legitima-

tion.iepresent as soon as a system of linguistic objecti-

fica,tiol4s of human exPtrience is transmitted."6 Here, legiti-
-

mAtOns are "built into" vocabularyas when the very name of

a relationship carries with it obligatory conduct: An example

in bur culture might be the term "teacher" which a child learns

as simultaneously designating a'category of significant others

and0'as legitimating a pattern of conduct with regard to those
'-

others. The same could perhaps be said of the term, "school."

"The second level of legitimation contains theoretical'

propositions in a rudimentarY form. 10 These are explanatory

sdhemes relating sets of objective meanings, such as proverbs,

moral maxims, and tales. As an example, consider the tale of

Pi,nnochio. Adults remember hit only-as,a puppet whose nose

gxew to enormous lengths whenever he told a lie. Children,

however, will tell you that Pinnochio set off to school in

order to become a real.boy, and that everytime he failed to

arrive at school at the appoirited time, he fell into a terrible.:

nkisadventure. Even when he did make it to school, he took

up with ne'er-do wells and underachievers, ran-off to a land ,

where children play instead of study, and turned into a donkey:

In the mind of a five-year old, this could be a powerful legit-

imator.

"The third level of legitimation contains explicit

theories by which an institutional sector is legitimated in

terms of a differentiated body of knowledge.".8 Here we enter

the wonderful world Of the schools and colleges of education.

We find theories of curriculum, theories of learning, theories

of administration, theories of value, theories of counseling,

and on and on. The bulk of this, though by no means all,

serves to legitimate one or another aspect of an institutional

arrangement in the schools. Moreover, this is inherently .tke

case. Though some of these theorie4 may be critical (or de-

legitimating),most must legitimate institutional practices

*1



which ap5roximate those actually-being carried out in the

society. This s true because of the fact that schools o£

education only exist as institutional extensions of public

schools, i.e. as extensions of a particular institutionaliza -

tion of education.

c:

To make this more clear, consider.what'would'happen

if the maxl,m "good teachers are born, not made" were to be

taken seriously in the larger society. First, our elaborate

mechanisms fox/ teacher training and certification would cease

to exist. Secbnd, the s ply-demand position of teachers would

be vastly altered. iThirr, some new basis for calculating

the pay scales of teachers would have to be found, etc. Here,

then, is a legitimating formulg' which must be strictly combatted

by the coteries of experts who train our teachers and develop

theories to legitimate the educational order. Once this has

been done successfully, however, as it clearly has been done,

there is wide latitdde for conflicting theories as to how go
-

teachers are made. The distribution.of knowledge and social-
.

ization ofunctions of schools f education are legitimated as
. -

an aspect of the exercise of their fUnction as professional

legitimators of the other schooling institutions.

0
Berger and Luckman's fourth level is tpat'of,:'symbolic

universes," bodies of theoretical tradition that integrate

provinces of meaning and encompass the institutional order in

a symbolic totality. "9 At this level of legitimation, "all

the sectors of the institutional order are integrwted in an

all-embracing frame of reference, which now constitutes a

universe,in the literal sense of the word, becau 04. all human

experience can now be conceived as taking place Within it:"
la

To discuss the legitimation function of educational ideas

-atAhis most encomp'asJing level is highly problematic. In

the., first place, there is considerable doubt that the institu-

tiotal orders of modern society is integrated in an alicembracing

frluirte of reference. Presumably, this would have to be something

`)(41000'7-(4x
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like "technical rationality" ci "scientific technology,

and if we were to accept \

that this mode of thought integrates,
,

. .

and thus legitimates, the w ole, we could then delineate the

fairly powerful role thatlI e ucational,ideas play in this system.
±

Weber's notion of the legi imation-of legal and bureaucratic

authority would re-enter e discussion at this level, with
.

\

. .

some'necessary modificatio s., However, the moment we turn,*

from the question of the i1tegration of:the institutional order

to the question of the integration 9f indiVidual subjective

identities into this orderf we realize ,just how questionable it

to speak of the symbolitc universe of modbrn society. At

the level of individuals, it A clear that a serious problem.

Yof overarching mear,20.ng ex sts; and that it is increasingly-
, .

difficult for people. to find themselves reflected in the in,

stitutional order.
.

It should be noted that, of all contemporary writers
I
on education, only,Ivan Illich appears to argue that school-

ing legitimates the institutional 'order as a symbolic totality.

His use of such phrases'as "the age of schooling" and "de-

schooling ,the culture" serves to elevate the importance of
.,f

educational ideas and to make schools the pivtal institution

in post-indushriai society. "II

In the remainder of this paper I wish to back away from

this highest and most global level of legitimation. I am

most concerned with'the :levels of pre-thedretical and theoret- .:

ical-propositions'and the somewhat grey area between.' The

legitimation function of educational ideas runs in two directions:

=-,ideas about schoold and schooling legitimate. aspects of the .
* N

institutional order and the insti tutionalizatian of educAtion

as schools and school systems must be legitimated from the
'

t.

point of view >of the general public. In both these directions,

however, we must focus ultimately on ideas at the level of
.

everyday or common'sense knowledge, for while a great deal of

professional legitimation is developed for the benefit of other

T000008
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professionals, it is ultimately the general public for who

institutional arrangements and practices must be legitimated.

This is a fundamental weakness in David Swift's work,

Ideology and Change in the Public Schools. 12 Swift's thesis

is the demographic and social pressures on the schools in

the earl part of this century forced educatorS to mace changes

in disciplinary procedures, curriculum,' administration, etc.

Which were then, in turn, rationalized in terms of progressiv-

ist philosophy of education. What he does not show is how,

or even whether, this progressive philosophy was translated

into .terms which made these changes palatable to (i.e:,

legitimate in the eyes of) the general public.

Let me.present just two examples of the legitimation

function of educational ideas in the terms which I believe to

be most significant and useful. The first example illUitrates

the role of educational ideas in legitimating an aspect of

0
the social order,'namely differentiatio - of^siatus and income,

the-second suggests a way in which'sc ols, are legitimated .

in the, eyes of the general public.

t The past fifteen years have witnessed an almost.monu-

mental research effort devoted to the I study of the interrelation-
2,

t

-----
-.- ships between social origins, school performances, and adult

'.status and economic achievement. This is'only partly explained

by reference to our national priorities during this period. It
.

im also due to the fact that certain cherished axioms of Amer-
.:t

ican liberalipm began, to. be challenged by the liberal social

scientists') own research findings. James S. Coleman's dis-

covery in 1966 that "schools make no difference, families

make the difference, "13 triggered an explosion of interest

among sociologists, economists, and other social scientists,

most of whom, had considered these issues "closed." The result
. 1

has been a statistician's orgy, with researchers reanalysing'
,

each other's data until the holes in the cards wear out.

Yet, as Robert M. Hauser remarks,.4In spite of thisremarks,.''

large, voluffie of effort, it is doubtful there has been much ,

0000.14iCto09
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movement toward consen us or consolidation with regard

Lhoice of concepts or%o ientations toward data, let alo e

powerful explanatory sch es or detailed empirical find ngs. 14

The range of views is wide indeed. The Cleman stu,dy15 found

that'differences in school quality factors explain very little

of the variance in individual school achievement and this

view was sustained by the Harvardoseminar.16 Bowles and
Levin, 17

however, have attacked it and continue to see ipequal-

ityin school input factors as a significant determinant of

school success. 'Jencks-18 has challenged the view that schoOl

achievement or cognitive-development has much to do with adult

<Aatus and income, as well as the notion that these latter

are closely relayed to family hickground, emphasizing instead

the great amoun of variance unaccounted for by any of these

systemic det inans. He suggests that luck and chance play

a very large role. Jencks' book was'attacked on all sides,

but more on`ideological than methodological ground

,A highly tentative way to summarize the current esearch
.

pAition On the linkages between social origins, school achieve-

ment and attainment, and adult status and income would be as

follows. Social origin factors (except possibly race) have

little effect on adult status and income, except.,as mediated

through school attainment. Their effects on school attainment

areModerately large, arid in turn the effect of school attain-

ment on status and income is quite significant, though-school,

achievement is not. HoweVer, school input factors (quality

or equality of educa.tion)has little to d0 with either,school

attainment or.achievement. Policy controversy centers on.

4(1) whet1A4r or not it is worth the effort topursue equality

of school inputs, (2) whether the
%
proper focus of this research

should be on the analysis of individua'l!or group variAnce, and

(3) whether or not the unexplained variance in all these link-
,

ages is sufficient to challenge the very idea of systemic re-
.

lationships in social stratification.
0

1

<X_
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Now two points must be made about this redearch if we

are to begin to clarify the legitimation function ofeduca-,

-tional ideas. First, this research concerns itself directly

.with the selection-allocation function of schooling, and, to

a lesser extent, the socialization and training functions. It

is an attempt to discover hOw the schools actually work in

determining socia ro Secondly, knowledge of this research

is limited 'to a latively'small coterie of experts and .to a

"relevant public" of policy makers in state and federal educa-

tional agencies. EVen among faculty in schools and colleges

of education knowledge of this research seems to bilminimal,

except among people directly involved in closely related

fields: It is thus quite reasonable to distinguish between a

"social scientific" view of the relations between schclolifig
.

and the stratification system and another, much more widely

diffused pre-theoretical view which can be called the'"conven-.
4

tiohal wisdOm."

I would like to suggest that this conventional wisdom
,...

about the conn ctions twee schooling and life careers

:Serves to legi :mhte.it t AnT ican social order. Of course,

ft would be diffro-Ult to "dove" that_thiS is the case, in
,I

..

ipart because of my eii,:llier contention thlt thele4itimation------

. i

unction of education'-has been a neglected subject Of inquiry,

ut it is possible to:point to some "clues" that tend to support

this view. i

_ Fi4st, consider the 1973 Gallup Poll-of Attitudes
-,

- ;

Toward Education.
19

One item concerned the relat4.on of school-
-,

ing and success. Responses were stratified according to race,

sex, age, religion, region, community size, evel of ed4cationr
P

occupation, and income. In the overwhelming-majority of sub-

categories, more't n three-fourths of the respondents indica.ded

%.that_ach6bling was "extremely important." In no category did

this response dip b low 60.%, and among non-white respondents 1'
_ . -

.,/

it reached 84%, the highest for any group: Clearly, the over-

whelming majority of Americans do" not accept the views of
. -.

-,._

ti
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someex is that school attainment has li o go wits

adul. success.
4

The questio , "Aresdifferences in in om and Itatus

between in 'du ,Fn our society j.usti/fied "\-is very seldom

put to the average'American. Y4, I have pu this :question

to a group of twenty,to twdnty-five blue coll r workers each

year for the past six years in a coursewhich teach inrour,

Institute of Labor and Industrial kelitions ca led Americarr!---,

Society Today. In six years, no one-has argued that-differences

are not.justified t becomes

c ear that it is esse ially schobl performance which justifies.
t % , ,

these differences. Furthermoredmuch to my dismay, as an ,
,

educatiorLal sodiologist,these workers feel/ that they were

treated ptirly by the Schools, that the schools', ultimate

assiessment of their abi.ties wasessent4lly Correct, and

thae7,they,hold the occupations they hold because of*thege

School-assessed differences in ability-. Lhave to.work very

hard to get them-to consider that schooling-might be highly
.

class,-biased.
'4'

As impresa,i0ni.stt-o- as they are, these findings are
I'...

_suppoTtd by Rolptt Lane ( s much'more systematic analysis of (

/.
_ .-__ working class ideology. He says,' _.

'The concept /of "education"- is the key to '%, .
muCh_of-the thinking on social class and
personal status. In a sense, it is a
"natural" bedause itjl_ta-sZ-neatly into

°Ile AmeriCan myth --o-,f; opportunity and equality,
and provides a rationale for success and
failure that does minimUM-dame e -souls

, of those who do noti_gio-til- ege.29
_

. f - .
In a,later discussion, Lane suggests that educatiOnrjustifies

s
differencesin income

ton
fdurgrdunds: Ingreased skills,,the

time spent in educational preparation, the .11dreAse4--reraperi----e-- .

sibility that goes with educ , and the'pain and hard work
it ,,

a sOciated with goiniLto, school,..
J

4
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More recently, Sennett and Cobb's Interviews with

Working 'class ethnics in Boston' reveal this-same theme. 21

Educationwas frequently cited to account for the vagaries Le-'

of life careers. Here however, the authors found strong

support fdr theAlotionthat what education provides is the

opRortunity to4become a "More complete person," more of'

an individual. It is this; in turn, which justifies not

only differential reward but differential authority.

Let me stress gain that what I am suggesting here

Is that
'

Schooling and more, particularly the conventional

wisdom about schoolinp, serve's to legitimate the gradations -

of status and income found in. our highly stratified society.

This legitimation functioniis, for the time being, completely

independent of whatever knowledgeexperts have of the actual

functioning'of schools in the area of selection-allocation,°

and it deserves-separate study. The claim by the revision-

ist historians that social mobility in the United States

has been "strictly regulated" by the schoolsdeserves the

attention it has been getting but this should not be allowed

to obscure that fact that while tihis "regulatory" function

remains problematic, the function of the schools in legitima-

ting stratification is more clear and probably more powerful.

The'foregoing discussion was intended to illustrate .---

algay'in.which educational ideas, in this case commonly

held ideas about school8; serve to legitimate an inst,itutiopal

feature of the larger society: Let us now consider an example

of;how,an idea ,may be used to legitimate some feature of the

schools, themselves. There has been a great deal of rhetoric

of late to the effect_ at public schools are or ought to

be likened to busl ss enterprises. Those familiar with

educational histoy will recognize this "business analogy"
J

as an old and persistent themein American education. One
. .

might :.ask) hat is the function of this rhetoric? In atteitpting,

tomapc5it an histoeicai i ry into this question, my

00613141'
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students and I have discovered that the use of this analogy

is not as persistent as it might ar, but is rather per-
,

iodic, i.e. it is utilized at some times and seldom

oun at others. For example,, it can readily be found in

the early 1880's, the iplo to 1931) period discussed by

Callahglii,22 and again in the 1970'S. It is rare to find its

use in the 1890''S or the 1930's. Tentatively', two hypotheses

have been put forth; the business analogy willbe found

whenever the publicq schools are under extraordinarily severe

criticism and/or it will be fou d whenever the prestige

of the business community is hig and absent whenever it is

6-

I

For thepurposes of this paper, if either ok these

Ilypotheses. are born out it will lend some support to the

view that the function-of this analogy is legitimation. This

is not to suggest that ose who invoke the business analogy

are not in some'sense "critics" of educational practice.

However, both Frank Spa lding's'cries for greater.school

efficiency in the 'teens `3 and Leon Lessinger's call for -

4'educational engineering and accountability in the ''seventies 2

respresent.the kind of criticism which shores up and maintains

the basic structure of,an_institution in the face of much

more fundathental assault. The concept of accountability, for

example.swiiilelit questions whether or not schools have been

as effective s they should be in eveloping children's

basic skills strongly reaffirms t yiewethat learning is

the outcome of teaching and thus further ,

legitimates the

school as th basic institution of education. .

, .

I realize that these two examples which I:have provided
, .

are not sufficient to, demonstrate that the legitimation func-

'tion of ed cafional ideas is a Major one, nor should it be

sufficient. I would merely hope to stimulate greater attention
/

t94.this function as we strive t-.6 understand the roles schooling

plays --and has played in the development Of our society.. It
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should be'of great interest, to those committed to reforming

our educational institutions to know just how much and in

what ways traditional school practices are legitimated in

' the very vocabularies:we use to discusS'them. It is also

important, tb understand the Consequences of changing educa-

tional ideas as these bear on other,'aspects of the institu-

tional order. A functiOnal analysis of education which over-
,

looks the legitimation function will never fully grasp the

'role that schooling plays in the lives of people long after

they've ceased to' e direct participants in a school.

di0ou
0015
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